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MATCO mfg Announces the New PVPV-D Park
Brake Valve

PVPV-D is Loaded with Innovative Features
MATCO mfg is excited to announce the newest model of the Park Brake Valve. As with our
earlier model Park Brake Valve, the PVPV-1, our latest model is a resetable check valve.
Different from a simple shut off valve, this style valve always ensures pressure can get to the
brake. With the valve in the free flow position, unrestricted flow occurs between the pressure
source and the brake. With the valve in the closed position, fluid can flow only toward the
brake and pressure is trapped beyond the valve allowing the brake to stay locked on the brake
disc.
The new PVPV-D unit incorporates many innovative enhancements including:
-

Linear flow through body provides compact installation and easier bleeding than valves
with a 90 degree flow turn in the valve.

-

Innovative body design allows installation of any combination and orientation of straight,
45, or 90 degree fittings. As a result, the hydraulic routing approach to the valve is
infinitely flexible.

-

Since the body is symmetrical, the lever can be positioned on the left or right side by
simply flipping the valve. No need to disassemble the valve to relocate lever.

-

Lever handle can be repositioned in 90 degree increments to change valve operating
zones.

-

New internal design improves robustness and ease of installation.

-

The valve is also be available in a single sided configuration under part number PVPV-S

-

Lighter weight

These features are illustrated below

PVPV-D features linear flow with fittings inline for simplified installation.

PVPV-D Pivoting Body allows complete flexibility in fitting selection and hydraulic line approach to
the valve. Any combination of fitting styles and orientation can be used.

Fittings are installed with body pivoted to allow clearance while rotating until fitting are seated and
oriented as desired.

Body is then pivoted back to flat position.

Mounting can be done from either side allowing the lever to be on the right or left side. Simply flip the
valve over for mounting with lever on the right side.

Valve is mounted in place using two bolts through body. Bolts hold valve flat.

AN3 bolts or 5 MM bolts may be used.

Valve is ready for use.

